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Creating a 3D asset which reflects the theme "Flight"
THE MAKING OF

CONCEPTUALISATION

With the general theme of "Flight", I began with a spider diagram 
to lay down the immediate associations of the topic, which led the
way to more abstract concepts [see below]

I eventually decided to model a scene involving a cybernetic 
dragon with mechanical wings. The reason being I wanted to learn 
to model a biological form, which is an area I enjoy working with 
conceptually, but also wanted to try my hand at modelling a 
mechanical part – not just for modelling purposes, but it would 
provide a surface to try out procedural materials as well as UV 
mapping.

An additional reason for using mechanical wings (and choosing 
flying dragon instead of a bird) is that I felt simulating 
feathers or wing-sails would be too complicated for my level of 
skill at the time to be viable within the time constraint.

The scene I chose was for the dragon to be in mid-flight, but 
be in a state of action, with its wings being shot at and 
destroyed. I felt the sky would provide a flexible background for 
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extra props and lighting, while not being too busy to distract 
from the main object (the dragon and its wings). In terms of its 
relation to the project topic, it depicts the perils of losing the
ability to fly when you need it the most.

Dragon pose ideas and selection

I then began work on the more intimate details of the model's 
physical appearance, such as the proportions and the shape and 
cybernetic technology of the dragon.
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Face and head design with eye mechanics
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Pose thumbnail sketch with further head development

After being satisfied with the conceptual design of the model 
and scene, I began the final orthographic drawing. This was to be 
the “schemata” for me to use while modelling the 3D mesh in Maya. 
I decided to go with a side, top, front and rear view for the 
dragon – both a front and rear being needed as the dragon has 
detailed fore and hind legs. I felt a bottom view wouldn't be 
necessary as it is largely featureless.

Being a schemata, each view had to line up accurately. I began
by drawing the side view in full, making note of the height of the
chest. I then used the height of the chest as the diameter of the 
chests in the other views, and proceeded to draw the other views, 
drawing lines across from the side where necessary.
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Orthographic Schemata
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MODELLING

Before modelling, I set up the Maya environment. I created image 
planes with the sliced-up schemata and increased the quality of 
the render – figuring I wouldn't need draft-quality rendering at 
the low-polygon count I would be starting with.

Reference image planes
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After the first attempt at modelling my dragon's chest failed,
I started over with a simple polygon cube and extruded along the 
side-view over the main features of the dragon's body.

I ignored the arms and legs as I decided I would extrude them 
out the main chassis afterwards.

Extruded cube to block out basic form

I soon put the simple polygon structure to good use as a 
“hull” by deleting half of the mesh and creating a mirrored 
“Subdiv Proxy”. This provided a smooth, subdivided mesh suitable 
for rendering and texturing, while keeping the low-poly mesh 
suitable for modelling and rigging.

Subdiv Proxy
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Another reason for using the Subdiv Proxy as opposed to a 
simple mirror (Duplicate Special, Instance) was that the central 
divide did not smooth over, creating an unnatural seam down the 
spine.

Undesirable Mirror Seam

After the basic body had been sufficiently modelled, I wanted 
to work on the head, hands and feet. However, this posed a 
problem: the small features of the eyes, mouth and fingers would 
surely require many edge-loops, which would wrap round the entire 
body and interfere with the subdivision surfacing.

Therefore I decided to work on the head and hands as separate 
objects and join them to the main model afterwards.
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Working on a separate head mesh

For the hands, I took a rough note of how many vertices there 
were at the wrist-base (8) and kept it that way throughout the 
modelling so the vertices could be “merged” back together when 
recombined.

Attaching the hand via Merge Vertices
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To make the mouth I created two edge-loops that matched the 
shape of the lips, selected the faces that matched said shape and 
extruded them inwards, creating the inside of the mouth.

Selecting edges for mouth
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For poseable facial features, I made sure the mouth and eyes 
were surrounded by concentric rings. This would maximise 
poseability while minimising their interference with the rest of 
the face.

Full facial
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Subdivided eyelid loop
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Finished low-poly hull
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Subdivided wireframe
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TEXTURING

Unlike the mechanical aspects of the model, which could be 
procedurally generated with Maya's material shaders, the dragon 
was complex (has overlapping protrusions that confuse a simple UV 
projection), so I decided to unwrap the UV map in Blender.

The reason I chose Blender was for its ability to mark “seams”
onto the solid mesh and unwrap the UV map into manageable blocks 
that I defined.

Marking seams in Blender
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Blender generates UV map
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I then import the dragon mesh back into Maya and clean up the 
UV map with “Polygons → Layout”. This is then exported as an 
alpha-enabled bitmap using Polygons → UV Snapshot”, to be opened 
in an image editor for painting.

The course of painting required many file reloads within 
Maya's material attribute editor to get a working impression of 
how the markings I painted fit the mesh.

The primary hide texture was partially generated with simple 
cloud filter, but I wanted the dark back scales to have a sharper 
texture that the cloud filter could not achieve. To solve this I 
used a free Perlin Noise Generator for more configuration.

Perlin noise generator for sharper scales
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Exported UV map

Painting exported UV map
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After completing the hide texture, the dragon was left with an
unfortunate series of sharp seams. To remedy this I used Maya's 3D
Paint tool to “clone” out the seams.

Smoothing over seams with 3D Paint's clone brush

RIGGING AND SKINNING

I didn't model the dragon directly into the final pose – that 
would have required a confusing schemata and make for a very 
inflexible and confusing model. Therefore I modelled the dragon in
a neutral stance, fit for the repurpose of rigging.

I made a skeleton that gave enough control to sufficiently 
pose the dragon as to the concept, adding extra rib-joints to 
minimise collapsing when the dragon is bending during mid-hover.

Dragon skeleton with IK joints for limbs
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A problem occurred when moving the dragon's head and neck. The
eyes and horns don't move with it.

An obvious solution would have been to “combine” the horns and
eyes to the head mesh. But this created two problems: Firstly the 
horns and eyes would have separate materials to the body, and the 
UV map had already been painted. Secondly, the eyes need to rotate
distinct from the body.

My solution was to constrain the eyes and horns to the head 
joint with “Constraints → Parent”.

Constraining facial features
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Another problem occurred when moving the head:

Ideally the jagged extrusion would be solvable by smoothing 
out the skin weighting with the skin painting tool, and indeed it 
worked perfectly on the hind-legs and back. The neck and chest 
area, however, were seemingly immune to weight-painting. When I 
painted out the weight of one joint (say the jaw), the weight was 
automatically added to another joint (the head or neck), rendering
the weight painting futile.

I temporarily solved this by retroactively smoothing the mesh 
with the low-poly hull, but it wouldn't be a fix for if I were 
making a fully poseable character.
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OTHER PROBLEMS

Fill Faces

It appears to be difficult to automatically fill faces in 
Maya. Where there is an open face (three or four edge-connected 
verts).

I have to bridge between two edges with the Bridge tool, then 
use the Merge Vertices tool. I feel it would be faster to be able 
to select four verts and have Maya create a face between them.

UV Transfer

Upon exporting my model to Blender for UV-unwrapping, it lost 
its Subdiv Proxy low-poly hull. I figured I would be able to 
transfer the UV map from the Blender model back to the proxy, or 
at least the posed mesh with its history removed.

I unfortunately did not manage to transfer the UV, and so the 
posed model lacks the dragon's hide texture. In my search for 
help, all signs pointed to using the Transfer Attribute tool with 
Component mode. I tried all the modes, and they all created a 
highly scrambled UV or no UV at all.

Deleting attributes

I could not find how to remove attribute tabs. This was 
especially a problem for when a mesh began amassing various 
materials I added to change the transparencies. If I wanted to 
replace a material (say Blinn), with Lambert, I could not find how
to delete the original Blinn, and had to hope it got replaced, or 
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remove the entire history.

Vertex Isolation

When dealing with a complex mesh such as my dragon, the 
transparency of the X-ray still added up in the front and back 
views so as to obscure the reference image behind them.

Ideally one should be able to temporarily hide object 
components as they can an entire object, so that they can work on 
a portion of a character without interference.

I found several partial solutions:
1. Increase transparency of object's material. Caveat: makes 

even the specific portion hard to see.
2. Wireframe mode. Caveat: image planes also become wireframe, 

defeating the objective.
3. Use Isolate Select function. Caveat: only works as long as 

you remain in the same viewport.

FINAL RENDERS
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TEST RENDERS
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I feel that the schemata and model turned out quite
successfully for my first try at modelling a biological form. The 
texturing was also a success, but I believe I should make more 
time in the future to work on more realistic scale texture and try
normal mapping.

To give myself more time I should have a finished reference to
work from sooner. Without the schemata, I didn't have anything to 
model from, and so the whole 3D process weighs on getting the 
drawing done.

I would also spend more time designing the mechanical aspects 
of the dragon. What looks right on paper doesn't necessarily 
correlate to a 3D space – the hinges and joints need to 
realistically fit together, unless you want a very cartoony 
effect.
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RESOURCES

Maya Autodesk

GIMP gimp.org

Perlin Noise Generator 
http://infohost.nmt.edu/~imcgarve/perlin_noise/

Helicopter mesh Tom French

Awesome sky Wales

http://infohost.nmt.edu/~imcgarve/perlin_noise/

